
How can
Time Doctor
increase
productivity
in your
organization?
Time Doctor provides a number 
of benefits for organizations to 
increase productivity and 
effectiveness of team members. 
There are multiple features that 
encourage increased 
productivity.
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How our clients
are using Time Doctor

“Time Doctor increased our
agents Productivity by 20%.”
Maritess Pasag

“TimeDoctor allows me to
monitor the team’s efficiency.”
Rob Bertholf

“Without Time Doctor,
tracking performance is
unbelievably hard to do.”
Yigit Konur
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Help employees to focus
on their priority tasks

Track business processes
that are taking too much time

Discover employees that
are wasting time at work

Encourage employees to
self monitor and improve

their own productivity

THE BENEFITS OF TIME DOCTOR
Here are some of the major benefits of Time Doctor for your organisation

Understand exactly where
time is spent in the business

See time spent in meetings
versus time at the computer

and use this information
to improve meeting processes

Determine if employees are
consistently coming late

to work and see their
exact start and finish times

Automatically calculate
breaktime

(accurately, not self-reported)

View the tasks each
employee is working on and

how long they took to complete

Potentially allow employees
to work remotely with the

ability to monitor work output

Monitor the exact
hours worked for each person



This provides transparency with your team and a level of 
self-monitoring. Employees will not use websites that are unrelated to 
work because they know that management can discover their 
activities with the screenshot monitoring feature. Most of the benefits 
of this feature are provided by your team self-monitoring and do not 
require you to frequently check the screenshots.
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Here are some of the features
that help to increase
employee productivity:

Screenshot Monitoring
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Automatically detect when
employees are away
from the computer

This helps you to know if employees are working at the computer, and 
when they are away, they can easily select if they were at a meeting or 
on a break. This allows you to know the exact time spent on meetings 
and to discover if employees are taking too long for lunch breaks.
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Notify employees when
they are working on
potentially distracting websites

There are automatic notifications when employees visit websites that 
may not be related to work. This helps keep them on task, or reminds 
them to stop tracking time when they want to take a break.
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Reporting to understand when
employees started and finished work

With Time Doctor’s many reports you can see exactly what times your 
employees were working or on a break. Meetings and other work time 
recorded away from the computer is identified in yellow. Computer 
work time is identified in green.
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Understand time spent on
Tasks, Projects and for Clients

Time Doctor allows you to analyze the time spent on projects and 
other areas of your business and to track time spent on work for 

clients.
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Activity bar reminds employees
of their current tasks

The activity bar feature helps to remind employees about what they 
are working on now and make sure they continue to focus on their 
top priorities. It’s easy to get distracted and lose focus during the work 
day. This feature helps employees to maintain their focus.

Permanent
Tasks
These provide a fixed list of tasks 
that allow you to determine time 
spent on common tasks within 
your business. This can help to 
improve business processes and 
identify areas of the business 
where your employees are 
spending too much time relative 
to the true value of that activity.
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Integrations with popular applications

Time Doctor integrations with many popular applications such as: 
Asana, Basecamp, Jira, Salesforce, Microsoft applications, GitHub, 

Quickbooks, Slack, Zendesk, Freshbooks and many others.
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Track Websites and Applications

See exactly which websites and applications each team member is 
working on. Use this information to understand if team members are 
spending too long with inefficient business processes. 

Track
potentially
poor time use
applications
Identify if team members are 
spending time on websites that 
are not related to work.



Monitor keyboard and mouse activity 

Time Doctor checks the frequency of mouse movements and 
keystrokes (we do not detect which keys were pressed). This is useful 
to identify people that might be slacking or otherwise inefficient while 
working.

See a list of people who have
low keyboard and mouse activity

This can be an indicator of poor performance. It does depend on the 
person’s role and how much of the time they are required to work at 

their computer vs non-computer tasks like taking phone calls, but it 
can be one useful indicator to look at.
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Work Schedules
Set your team’s work schedules and get reports on their start and 
finish times. Evaluate employee attendance and work hours within 
these schedules.
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API for Custom Integrations
If you want to integrate Time Doctor within your existing systems you 
can utilize Time Doctor’s robust API to build whatever custom 
functions you need.

Payroll Calculations
Time Doctor has an automatic Payroll feature that you can use to 

determine Payroll amounts and customize payment reports.

GPS  tracking will show 
locations of outbound staff  

If your company employs staff who are mobile due to the nature of their 

job e.g. sales or delivery staff, they also can track their worked hours from 

the comfort of their mobile device. The built-in GPS location tracking 

function will help you track the exact coordinates of your employees
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Reporting of absent and late status
Based on your custom work schedule settings,you can get automatic 
reports for employee attendance, including absent and late status.

Client Login
Any clients you may have can log in and see screenshots and worker 
activities at no additional charge. This client login feature also can be 
white labelled so that clients will log on to your own web domain 
portal, and will not see any Time Doctor branding at all.
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Chat, email,
and phone support
We provide 24/7 chat and email support, and 
we have phone support upon request.

How can you get
started to trial

Time Doctor
in your organization?

For larger teams we recommend beginning with a trial of the software 
involving a small initial test of approximately 50 employees before 

gradually rolling out the implementation to the rest of the company. 
For enterprise deployments we can provide training and set up 

support as well as some customization of the web portal, reports, or 
other features.
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